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Abstract. We give several remarks on a conjecture of Batyrev and Manin on the
distribution of rational points on algebraic varieties. We study the signature of the
geometric invariant of Batyrev-Manin in relation to the value of the Kodaira dimension,
and study the validity of the Batyrev-Manin conjecture under the assumption that there
exists an unramified covering for which the Batyrev-Manin conjecture holds.

Introduction.

0-1. A conjecture of Batyrev and Manin. Let k be an algebraic number field
of finite degree, F a non-singular projective variety defined over k, and Kv the canoni-
cal line bundle of V. Let NS(F) be the Neron-Severi group of P : = K x k β ,
N1(K): = NS(F)®Z/?, and N ^ F ) the closed cone in NX(K) generated by effective
divisors on V.

Let L be an ample line bundle on V defined over k. We defined a geometric invariant
α(L)ofLby

Since L and Kv are defined over k, it is easy to see that this invariant α(L) does
not change even if we replace the Neron-Severi group of V by the Neron-Severi group
of V. In this sense, geometric invariants are independent of a special choice of a field
of definition.

Let HL: V(Q)^>R>0 be an exponential height of L. Hence HL is replaced by i/[M:k]

if k is replaced by a finite extension M of k. For any non-empty Zariski open A -subset
U of K, we define a function ZV(L s) of s by

Zu(L;s):= £ HL{x)-\
xeϋ(k)

This Dirichlet series converges if Re(s) is sufficiently large. We define an arithmetic
invariant βv(L) of L as the inferior limit of σ e R such that this series Zυ{L s) converges
ϊox s = σ.

It is known that βu(L)>0 or = —oo, and that βu(L)= — co holds if and only
if U(k) is a finite set. We note that this invariant βυ(L) depends only on L (and U).
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Namely, though HL is defined modulo bounded functions, βv(L) does not depend on
a special choice of HL from its class.

Batyrev and Manin introduced in [B-M] three conjectures on these invariants. The
first conjecture is the following:

CONJECTURE (Batyrev-Manin). For any positive number ε > 0, there would exist an
open dense k-subset U= U(L, ε) of V such that

βv(L)<0L(L) + ε.

In this paper, we give several remarks on this conjecture. We do not discuss other
conjectures of [B-M] which describe the distribution of rational points on varieties with
positive geometric invariants.

0-2. Results. In §1, we study the relationship between the signature of the
geometric invariant α(L) and the value of the Kodaira dimension κ(V) of the algebraic
variety V.

We show:
(a) if κ( V) > 0, then α(L) < 0;
(b) if κ( V) = dim V, then α(L) < 0.
Further, if V is a non-singular algebraic surface, and if L is an ample line bundle

on V, then we prove the following (cf. Theorem 1):
(1) α(L)>0 if and only if κ(V)= - oo;
(2) α(L) = 0 if and only if κ( V) = 0 or 1
(3) α(L) < 0 if and only if κ( V) = 2.
In §2, we study the Batyrev-Manin conjectures for an unramified covering of

algebraic varieties.
Let V be a non-singular projective variety defined over an algebraic number field

k of finite degree, and let L be an ample line bundle on V.
We prove that, if / : Ϋ-> V is an unramified covering of V defined over a finite

extension M of k with α(L)<0, and if the Batyrev-Manin conjecture holds for the ample
line bundle f*(L xk M) on V, then the Batyrev-Manin conjecture holds also for the
ample line bundle L on V (cf. Proposition 5).

Further, if / : K-> V is an unramified Galois covering of V defined over k with
Galois group A, then we construct a deg(/)-to-one correspondence of the union for all
ξeU^G, A) of the sets Vξ(k) of all Λ -rational points on the twists Vξ of V to the set
V(k) of all rational points on V (cf. Proposition 6):

/ * : II Vξ(k)—+V(k).
ξeHHG,A)

By using this correspondence, we prove that if the Batyrev-Manin conjecture holds
for all Vξ9 then the Batyrev-Manin conjecture holds for V (cf. Theorem 2).

The author would like to express his thanks to Professor Yuri Tschinkel for useful
discussion on the second topic.
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1. The signature of the geometric invariant α(L).

1-1. Results in the general case. Let k be an algebraic number field of finite

degree, V a. non-singular projective variety defined over k, and Kv the canonical line

bundle of V. Let R(V) denote the canonical ring:

m> 1

We define the Kodaira-dimension κ(V) of V by

- o o ••• if R(V) = C

trdeg c Λ(V) - 1 otherwise.

Hence κ(V)= - o o , or 0<κ(K)<dim(F). It is known that the Kodaira-dimension is a

birational invariant (cf., e.g., [U]).

We assume that κ(V)>0. Then there exists an integer m> 1 such that Γ(V, Kym)

has a non-zero section. Hence K®m is linearly equivalent to an effective divisor. It follows

that Kv e Ngff (V) and hence α(L) < 0. Hence we have proved the following proposition:

PROPOSITION 1. If the Kodaira dimension of V is not — oo, then for any ample line

bundle L on V, the geometric invariant satisfies α(L)<0.

We assume that Fis of general type. Namely, we assume that κ(V) = dim(V). Then,

by Theorem 8.1 of [U], there exist positive integers d, m0 and positive real numbers α,

b such that for any m>m0, we have

a md[mV <l{Kfmd)<b mdimV .

Hence, by a result of K. Kodaira (cf. [C-S, p. 349, Lemma 4.1]), for any ample line

bundle L on V, there is a positive integer n such that Γ(V, Kfnd®L) has a non-zero

section. Hence Kfnd®L~x is linearly equivalent to an effective divisor. It follows that

). Hence

and hence α(L) < — (nd) ~x < 0.

Now we assume that the Batyrev-Manin conjecture holds for V and L. Then there

exists an open dense fc-subset U= U(L, — α(L)/2) of V such that

βυ{L) < α(L) - α(L)/2 = α(L)/2 < 0 .

It follows that U(k) is a finite set, because βv(L) < 0. Hence the Batyrev-Manin conjecture

implies the conjecture of E. Bombieri and P. Vojta (cf. [C-S, pp. 349-350]).

Therefore we have proved the following proposition:

PROPOSITION 2. If V is a non-singular algebraic variety of general type, then for

any ample line bundle L on V, the geometric invariant α(L) is negative. Hence, if the

Batyrev-Manin conjecture holds for V and L, then there exists an open dense k-subset U
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of V such that U has only a finite number of k-ratίonal points.

1-2. Results for non-singular algebraic surfaces. From now on until the end of
§ 1, we assume that V is a non-singularprojective algebraic surface. Hence κ( V) = — oo, 0, 1,
or 2.

Let / : Ϋ-+ V be a <7-transform (one point blow up) of a non-singular surface, P
the center of/, and E:=f~1(P) the exceptional curve of the first kind. Let Kv be the
canonical line bundle, and L a very ample line bundle on V. Then the canonical bundle
Ky of V satisfies Ky=f*(Kv) ® Θ(E) (cf. [B-P-V] and [H]), and L: =/*(L)®2 ® ®{- E)
is ample on V (cf. [H, p. 394, Ex. 3.3]).

For any real number γ, by taking /#, we have

y • [L] + K?eNe

1

ff(K) = > 2y [L] + * κ

Hence the inequality α(L)/2 < α(L) holds in any case.
On the other hand, we can express

r [£]+tfp=r (2[/*(L)] - £) +/*(^κ)+E

v) + y (/•(£)

If α(L)<0, then for any y satisfying α(L)<2y <0, we have

Thus α(L)<y, and α(L)<α(L)/2. Here we note

because Neff(K) is closed. Hence the inequality α(L)<α(L)/2<0 holds for any α(L)<0.
Therefore we obtain

α(L) < 0 = > α(L) = α(L)/2 < 0 .

If α(L) > 0, let 7 be a positive number such that γ > α(L). Then y\_L] + KveN^(V).
Further, since L is very ample, there is an effective divisor D such that Θ(D) ^ L and
the support of D contains P. Then /*(L)-£eN e

1

f f (F). Hence

Hence oc(L) < α(L), and

α(L) > 0 = > 0 < α(L)/2 < α(L) < α(L).

Therefore we have proved the following proposition:

PROPOSITION 3. Let f: V-> V be a a-transform of a non-singular algebraic surface\
and let L be a very ample line bundle on V. Then the geometric invariant α(L) of L and
the geometric invariant α(L) of the ample line bundle L:=/*(L)®2®0( — E) on V have
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the same signature.

REMARK. It is known that the signature of the geometric invariant α(L) does not
depend on a special choice of an ample line bundle L (cf. [B-M]). Hence this proposition
shows that the signature of the geometric invariants of ample line bundles on a non-
singular algebraic surface does not change by any σ-transform.

It is well-known that for any birational map / : £/-• V of non-singular algebraic
surfaces, there exist an algebraic surface W and birational morphisms πι: W-*U and
π 2 : W-^ V such that πx and π2 are composites of σ-transforms, and / o π1 = π2 (cf., e.g.,
[B-P-V, Chap. Ill, Theorem 6.3]). Hence Proposition 3 and the above remark imply
the following:

COROLLARY. The signature of the geometric invariants of ample line bundles on a

non-singular algebraic surface is a birational invariant.

Let V be a (relatively) minimal non-singular algebraic surface, and L an ample line
bundle on V.

If κ(V) = 2, then, by Proposition 2, α(L) is negative.
If κ(V) = 1, then Kis a proper elliptic surface (cf., e.g, ibid., Chap. V). Hence there

exists a minimal elliptic fibration π: V-+C over a non-singular curve C. Further, by
the canonical bundle formula (cf., ibid., p. 161, Theorem 12.1), there exist an integer
m > 0 and an effective divisor D on C such that K^m ^/*(Z>) (cf., ibid., pp. 161-164 also).
Hence KVEN^{(V), and hence α(L)<0. Further, Kv F=0 holds for any fibre F of π.

If α(L) <0, then there is a positive integer n such that - [L] + K$n eN^(V). Then,
taking the intersection with the fibre F, we obtain — L F>0. Since L is ample, we have
L F>0, a contradiction. Hence we obtain α(L) = 0.

If κ(V) — 0, then, by the result of the classification of minimal algebraic surfaces,
the canonical line bundle Kv satisfies K®12^ΘV (cf., e.g., ibid., Chap. V). Hence Kv = 0
in NrffίK). It follows that α(L) = 0 holds for any ample line bundle L.

If κ(V)= — oo, then there exist a non-singular algebraic curve C and a birational
map / : V^P1 x C. Further, there exist a non-singular algebraic surface Fand birational
morphisms π x : F-> V and π2 : V^P1 x C such that f°π1 = π2 (cf., e.g., ibid., Chap. V).
In view of Corollary to Proposition 3, to study the signature of the geometric invariants
of ample line bundles on K, it is sufficient to study the signature of the geometric
invariant of an ample line bundle on P 1 x C.

Since the Neron-Severi group of P1 x C satisfies NS(FX x Q^NSiP1) x NS(C)^
ZxZ(cf. [H. p. 146, Ex. 6.1]), we identify NS(F)®Z/? with RXR.WQ observe that
a line bundle L on P1 x C is ample if and only if its image in R x R is a pair of positive
integers. Further, it is easy to see that N^f(V) = {(x, y) E R X R x, y >0}. Since the image
in R x R of the canonical bundle of P1 x C is a pair of —2 and an even integer, the
geometric invariant α(L) is positive. It follows from Proposition 3 and the remark after
it that the signature of the geometric invariant α(L) of an ample line bundle L on V is
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positive.

Note that we can prove α(L)>0 also by using the classification of minimal surfaces

with Kodaira dimension — oo (cf. [B-P-V, pp. 191-192]) and by studying the structure

of ruled surfaces (cf. [H, p. 365, Theorem 1.10, p. 370, Proposition 2.3 and p. 374,

Corollary 2.11]).

Since every non-singular algebraic surface has a (relatively) minimal model, and

since the Kodaira dimension and the signature of the geometric invariants of ample

line bundles are birational invariants (cf. Corollary to Proposition 3), we have proved

the following result:

THEOREM 1. Let V be a non-singular algebraic surface, and let L be an ample line

bundle on V. Then the Kodaira dimension κ(V) and the geometric invariant α(L) satisfies

the following:

(1) (x(L)>0if and only ifκ(V)=- oo;

(2) α(L) = 0 if and only ifκ(V) = 0 or 1;

(3) α(L) < 0 if and only ifκ(V) = 2.

2. Study of the conjecture in unramified coverings.

2-1. The case of κ(V)>0. Let k be an algebraic number field of finite degree,

V a projective non-singular algebraic variety, Kv the canonical line bundle of V, and

L an ample line bundle on V. Let / : F-> V be an unramified covering of V defined over

Let M be a finite extension of k such that V and / are defined over M. Since / is

an unramified covering, f*(Kv xkM)^Ky holds. Further, since / is a finite morphism,

/*(L xkM) is an ample line bundle on V (cf. [H, p. 232, Ex. 5.7]).

Since / * preserves numerically equivalence classes (cf. [Ful, p. 376, Example

19.1.6]), we have a homomorphism / * : N 1 ( F x f c M ) ^ N 1 ( F ) . Since / * maps effective

divisors on VxkM to effective divisors on V, we have /*(Ne

1

f f(Kxk

Hence, for any yeR,

holds. Hence α(L)>α(/*(LxkM)).

We repeat a similar argument for the direct image functor / # , and obtain α(L)<

α(/*(LxkAί)) (cf., ibid., p. 376, Example 19.1.6). Hence α(I) = α(/*(LxkM)).

PROPOSITION 4. Let f: K-> Vbe an unramified covering of a non-singular projective

algebraic variety, L an ample line bundle on V, and L:=f*(L). Then we have

α(L) = α(L).

Let k, V, and / : Ϋ-+ V be as before, and let M be a finite extension of k such that

V and / are defined over M. Since / : V-> V is an unramified covering, there exists a

finite extension M' of M such that f'\V(k))c: V(M') holds (cf. [MW, p. 50,
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Chevalley-Weil Theorem]).
By replacing the extension M of k with this extension M' if necessary, we assume

that M satisfies f~1(V(k))a V(M). We also assume that the Batyrev-Manin conjecture
holds for V and f*(LxkM). Then, for any ε>0, there is an open dense M-subset U of
V such that

βS(f*(L xk M)) < α(/*(L xk M)) + [M: k] ' H .

Since / : V->V is an unramified covering, / is a proper map. Hence the image
f(V\U)<=: VxkM of the closed set V\U is a closed M-subset of VxkM. Let Uo be
the complement in VxkM of all conjugates of this closed M-subset of VxkM. Then
Uo has the form UxkM with a certain open dense ^-subset U of V.

Since

HriL«kM) = O(l) (HLXfclί o f) = 0 ( 1 ) ' ^ (HL

there exists a positive number C>0 such that

Since / : Ϋ-* V induces a deg(/)-to-one correspondence of geometric points, for any
<7>0. we have

deg(/) Zυ{L [M: k]σ) < C"[M:fc]σ ZΰXkM(/*(L xkM) σ).

Hence, if the Dirichlet series which defines the right side of this inequality converges
for σ, then the Dirichlet series which defines the left side of this inequality also converges
for σ. Hence

βv(L) < [M: k] βΰ»kM(f*(L xk M)).

Now we assume α(L)<0. Then we have [M: k~] α(L)<α(L). It follows that

-] βΰXkM(f*(LxkM))

: k] α(/*(LxfcM)) + ε = [M: jk] α(L) + ε<α(L) + ε .

Hence we have proved the following proposition:

PROPOSITION 5. Let k, V, and L be as before. We assume α(L) < 0. Let f: F-> V be
an unramified covering of V defined over a finite extension M of k. We assume that M
is large enough so that the condition f~ 1(V(k)) <= V(M) is satisfied. Then the Batyrev-Manin
conjecture holds for an ample line bundle L on V, if the Batyrev-Manin conjecture holds
for the ample line bundle f*(L xkM) on V.

By the result of [N], the Batyrev-Manin conjecture holds for any abelian variety.
Since the canonical line bundle of an abelian variety is trivial, α(L) = 0. Hence we obtain
the following corollary:

COROLLARY. Let V be a non-singular algebraic variety defined over k. We assume
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that three exist an abelian variety A and an unramified covering f:A^>V defined over
Q. Then the Batyrev-Manin conjecture holds for any ample line bundle L on V.

REMARK. This corollary can be applied to hyperelliptic surfaces. Further, by
Proposition 5, the Batyrev-Manin conjecture for Enriques surfaces can be reduced to
the Batyrev-Manin conjecture for Λ3-surfaces.

2-2. The case of unramified Galois coverings. Let k and V be as before, and
let / : K-» V be an unramified covering of V defined over k. We assume that f: V-> V
is a Galois covering with Galois group A. Hence A is a finite subgroup of the biregular
automorphism group Aut(F) of V, and f°a=f holds for any as A. Further, for any
geometric point P of V, and for any two geometric points Q, R of V such that
f(Q)=f(R) = P9 there exists a unique element aeG such that a(Q) = R. We denote this
element of A by a$.

Let M be a finite Galois extension of k such that f~\V(k))cz V(M) holds (cf.
[MW, p. 50, Chevalley-Weil Theorem]) and such that all as A are defined over M.
Hence, for any ^-rational point P of V, all geometric points in /~ 1(P) are M-rational.
Let G be the Galois group Gal(M/fc) of M/k.

Let P be a Λ>rational point of V, and Q a geometric point of Vcontained in / " ί(P).
Let σ be any element of G. Then f(σ(Q)) = σ(f(Q)) = σ(P) = P=f(Q). Hence there exists
a unique element as A such that α(β) = σ(β). We denote this as A by a(σ) = a(Q; σ).

Let σ, τ be elements of G. Then a(σ τ)(Q) = (σ τ)(Q) = σ(τ(Q)) = σ(a(τ)(Q)) =
σ(a(τ))(σ(Q)) = σ(a(τ))(a(σ)(Q)). Hence

σ(a(τ)) ° a(σ) = a(σ τ)

holds for any σ, τsG. Hence ξQ: GBσ\-^a(Q; σ)sA is a 1-cocycle, and satisfies

for any σsG.

If we replace Q by another element R of / " H P̂), then ξR = a(R σ) satisfies a(R σ)

(*£(β)) = <KR *X*) = *W = Φ $ β ) ) = σ(^)(σ(0) = σ(a$)(a(Q; σ)(β)). Hence we have

In other words, ξR and ς^ determine the same element of HX(G, A). Hence we denote
this element of H^G, A) by ξP.

Since G and >4 are finite groups, H^G, A) is also a finite set. Let ξ be an element
of H^G, A). Then we can twist V by this 1-cocycle. Namely, there are a non-singular
algebraic variety Vξ defined over k and an M-isomorphism g = gξ: V^Vξ such that
ξ(σ) = σ(gy1og.

Let P be any ^-rational point of V, Q a geometric point of K satisfying /(Q) = P9

and ^ Q G H ^ G , 1̂) as before. Let VξQ be the twist of V with respect to this 1-cocycle,
andgQ: V-* Vξ the M-isomorphisms such that ξQ(σ) = σ(gQ)~x °gQ. Put Λ: = gQ(Q). Since
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R=9Q(Q) = (σ(gQ) o ξQ(σ))(Q) = σ(gQ)(ξQ(σXQ)) = σ(gQ)(σ(Q)) = σ{gQ{Q)) = σ(R)

holds for any σeG. Hence R is a ^-rational point of VξQ.
Further, if R is a it-rational point of the twist Vξ(ξeH.ι(G, A)), let g=gξ:V-*Vξ

be the M-isomorphism such that ξ(σ) = σ(g)~1 °g holds for any σeG. Then

Since f°ξ(σ)=f,

) =f(g~ \R))

holds for any σeG. Hence f(g~1(R)) is a A -rational point of F.
Hence we have proved the following proposition:

PROPOSITION 6. Let k and V be as before, and f: V-> V an unramίfied covering of
V defined over k. We assume that f: F-» V is a Galois covering with Galois group A. Let
M be a finite Galois extension ofk such that f~1(V(k))c: V(M) and such that all aeA
are defined over M. Let G be the Galois group Ga\(M/k). Then we have a deg(f)-to-one
correspondence

/*• Li Vξ(k)3gξ(Q)^PeV(k),
ξeHHG,A)

where Q is an M-rational point of V satisfying f(Q) = P, Vξ is the twist of V with respect
to ξ, and gξ: F-> Vξ is an M-isomorphism such that ξ{σ) = σ(gξ) ~x °gξ holds for any σeG.
Further, QeVξ(k) holds if and only ifξeH\G, A) satisfies ξ(σ)(Q) = σ(Q)for any σeG.

Let fe, V, f: V-+ V, A, M, and G be as above, let Kv be the canonical line bundle
on K, and let L be an ample line bundle on V. Since / is unramified, f*(Kv) ^ Kp, and
f*(L) is an ample line bundle on V.

Let ξeU\G,A), Vξ the twist of V with respect to ξ, and g = gξ:V->Vζ an M-
isomorphism such that ξ(σ) = σ(g)~1 og.

Since /o ξ(σ)of~1= idκ and ξ(σ) = σ(g)~ι °g hold for any σeG, the composite

of two M-morphisms is an M-morphism, and satisfies

for any σeG and for any geometric points xe Vξ. Hence fξ: Vξ-+V is an unramified
covering defined over k, and satisfies f=fξ ° g.

Since fξ: Vξ-+ Fis an unramified covering, the inverse image f*(Kv) of the canonical
line bundle of Fis isomorphic to the canonical line bundle Kyξ of Vξ. Further, Lξ=f£(L)
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is an ample line bundle on Vξ, and satisfies g*(Lξ)^f*(L).

Let HL: F( (?)-•/? be the exponential height of the ample line bundle L, and let

HLξ: Vξ(Q)-+R be the exponential height of Lξ. Then, for any Re Vξ(Q\ we have

HL(fξ(R)) = O(\)-(HLξ(R)).

Hence the deg(/)-to-one correspondence in Proposition 6 preserves heights up to a

non-zero bounded function O( l )>0.

Hence we have proved the following propositon:

PROPOSITION 7. Let the notation and assumptions be as in Proposition 6. Then there

is a k-morphism fξ: Vξ-+V satisfying f=fξ°gξ, and Vξ becomes an unramified covering

of V by this morphism. Let Kv be the canonical line bundle on V, and let L be an ample

line bundle on V. Then f*{Kv) is ίsomorphic to the canonical line bundle of Vξ, and

Lξ: —f^{L) is an ample line bundle on Vξ. Furthermore, we have

as functions on Vξ(Q), and the deg(f)-to~one correspondence in Proposition 6 preserves

heights up to a non-zero bounded function.

Let the notation and assumptions be as in Proposition 7. We assume that the

Batyrev-Manin conjecture holds for Vξ and Lξ:=f£(L) for any ξeK1(G9 A). Then, for

any positive number ε, there is an open dense fc-subset Uξ of Vξ such that

βUξ(Lξ)<<x(Lξ) + ε.

By Proposition 4, geometric invariants do not change in unramified covering. Hence

α(Lξ) = α(L). It follows that

Since fξ: Vξ-+V is a proper morphism, the image fξ(Vξ\Uξ) of the closed set

Vξ\Uξ is a proper closed Λ>subset of V. We define a subset U of V by

ξeHι(G,A)

Then U is an open dense fc-subset of V.

Let P be a A:-rational point of U, and let R^gξiQ) be a Λ>rational point of Vξ that

corresponds to P by Proposition 6. Then R is a λ>rational point of Uξ. Further, by

Proposition 7, there is a non-zero bounded function O ( l ) > 0 on Vξ(Q) such that the

equality

holds for any Re Vξ(Q). Hence, for any σeR, we have
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deg(/) Zt,(L:σ) = deg(/) £ HL(x)-'
PεU(k)

<C~° Σ Σ HLί(Ry = C-« Σ Zv,(Lξ;σ),
ξeHι(G,A) ReUξ(k) ξeHι(G,A)

for a positive constant C>0.

By the definition of the arithmetic invariant β(Lξ), the zeta function ZUξ(Lξ σ)

converges for any σ>β(Lξ). Since α(L) + ε>β(Lξ), the zeta function Zv(L;σ) converges

for any σ>α(L) + ε. Hence we have

)?„(£) <α(L) + ε,

and the Batyrev-Manin conjecture holds for V and L.

Therefore we have proved the following theorem:

THEOREM 2. Let V be a non-singular projective algebraic variety defined over k, L

an ample line bundle over V, and f: V-* V an unramified Galois covering of V defined

over k with Galois group A. Let M be a finite Galois extension of k such that

f~ι{V{k))a V(M) and such that all aeA are defined over M, and let G be the Galois

group Gal(Af/fc). For any ξeH\G9A)9 let Vξ, fξ: Vξ->V, and Lξ:=f?(L) be the twists

of V with respect to ξ, the unramified covering of V, and the ample line bundle on Vξ,

respectively (cf Proposition 7). We assume that the Batyrev-Manin conjecture holds for

Vξ and Lξfor any ξeH1(G, A). Then the Batyrev-Manin conjecture holds for V and L.
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